Structural analysis of Tc1 elements in Caenorhabditis elegans var. Bristol (strain N2).
The transposable element Tc1 in the genome of Caenorhabditis elegans var. Bristol strain N2 is very stable. In order to investigate possible causes of Tc1 immobility in this strain 17 individual isolates have been cloned and characterized with regard to their structure and genomic environment. Ten of 16 elements examined had identical restriction maps, and at least 1 of these (#7) showed a high level of somatic excision. Two of the elements had altered restriction sites, 2 had different internal deletions of about 700 bp, 1 had an 89-bp terminal deletion, and 1 a 54-bp insertion. When DNA sequences flanking the N2 Tc1 elements were used as probes in genomic hybridizations, it was found that most N2 elements are located in regions of repetitive DNA. Furthermore when hybridizations to DNA from N2 and var. Bergerac strain B0 were performed, a major band of the same size was observed in both strains. Two flanking sequences identified strain polymorphic sites hP2(IV) and hP3(IV). In at least one of these cases, a rearranged Tc1 was present in the B0 strain at the same location. The fact that all or most of the Tc1 elements are in the same location in N2 and B0 adds support to the hypothesis that the high copy number B0 strain arose from amplification of Tc1 copies in a N2-like strain. The N2 Tc1 elements are highly conserved; however, intact elements had fewer nucleotide changes than the rearranged elements. These results may indicate that the intact Tc1 elements in N2 are functionally active and subject to selective pressure.